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a b s t r a c t

Analysing the fluid dynamic performance of a bare rotor when succumb to yawed flow conditions has
consistently presented a diminishment in mechanical power conversion efficacy. Introducing a duct
along the rotor perimeter has been acknowledged to sustain performance, yet the causation behind this
phenomenon is uncertain. This study puts forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic performance
concerning a true-scale, ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine in yawed free-stream flows by utilising blade-
resolved, unsteady computational fluid dynamics. Investigating the performance within an angular
bearing range of 0o to 45o with the turbine axis, increases in mechanical rotational power and thrust are
acknowledged within a limited range at distinct tip-speed ratio values. Through the multiple yaw iter-
ations, the maximum attainment falls at an angle of 23.2o, resulting in a power increase of 3.44% to a
peak power coefficient of 0.35 at a nominal tip-speed ratio of 2.00, together with an extension of power
development along higher tip-speed ratios. In verification of the power increase, the outcomes are
analysed by means of linear momentum theory; by utilising area-averaged values of static pressure
acquired from annular radial surfaces fore and aft of the rotor, an analogous relationship with the blade-
integrated outcomes is attained. The analysis concludes that, at higher tip-speed ratios, the pressure drop
across the rotor increases at limited flow bearings, enhancing the resultant axial force loading upon the
blades, hence providing further performance augmentation of the ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine.

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Efforts to improve upon the efficacy of energy-generating tur-
bines have been in development following global market imple-
mentation. At the forefront of the pertinent research are efforts to
increase mass-flow through the rotor, sustain power generation in
yawed flow conditions, and augment wake flow to facilitate further
turbine installations [1]. From the research attained, bi-directional
ducts have been installed around a turbine rotor for performance
enhancement as a result of the acceleration of axial flow velocity
through the duct throat due to the induced Venturi effect and
pressure discrepancy between the inlet and outlet. The system has
been regarded to maintain axial flow velocity through the duct
Borg), qing.xiao@strath.ac.uk
when succumb to yawed flow, thereby sustaining the performance
of a rotor [2e4]. Yet, despite the potential improvements, the per-
formance capacities of a bi-directional ducted rotor within yawed
flow conditions are inadequately understood.

Few research ventures have tackled investigating the fluid dy-
namics of a duct-feature implementation in a turbine system
within misaligned flow conditions [2e5]. Establishing free-stream
bearing variations ranging from ±15o to ±60o, the analyses have
concurred the enhancement of generated power as a result of a
ducted rotor being succumb to a flow bearing, limited to a definitive
yaw angle. Explicit evidence of the circumstances inducing the
augmentation, however, has not been consistent. Igra [4] argued
that the limited increase was directly associated with the lift pro-
duced by the aerofoil cross-section properties of the shroud. Phil-
lips [5] claimed the improved performance was attributed to the
slotted diffuser design, which injected pressurised flow from the
free-stream for boundary-layer control along the diffuser interior.
Albeit the advantageous results from the studies, the validity of the
outcomes have been disputed due to uncorrected blockage effects
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of the structures within the testing facilities. More recent in-
vestigations upon tidal turbine systems similarly presented power
augmentation, yet forms of methodological limitations had been
portrayed, such as discretising the blade structure into elements
[6,7], rather than portraying its true physicality, or undefining the
physical effects behind the resultant variation in rotor performance
[8].

Evidence of rotor performance enhancement when installed
within a shroud has been proclaimed within several decades of
research disseminated from pioneering analytical [9] and experi-
mental [2] investigations. The thrust and power generated are
enhanced due to the increased dynamic loading upon the rotor as a
result of the pressure drop augmentation through the duct. The
flow along the turbine frontal area is directed through the rotor at
the throat as a result of the low-pressure region developed
immediately downstream. In defining the efficiency of the struc-
ture, analytical investigations have indicated that the power
enhancement is instigated dependent on the diffuser arrangement
and configuration. The power per rotor area is increased by a factor
equivalent to the duct-to-rotor area ratio. In fact, cylindrical bi-
directional ducts have been established to exhibit no perfor-
mance improvements once the duct exit area is considered [9]. In
contrast, ducted turbines with a non-unity inlet to outlet area ratio,
hence uni-directional, have been deduced to establish a peak po-
wer coefficient of 1.96, equivalent to a 3.3 augmentation factor
magnitude higher than the Betz limit [10]. This is attained due to
the degree of flow drawn in from a greater area upstream than that
interacted by a similarly-sized rotor in open flow.

Attributable to the potential augmentation in power extraction
as a result of the increase in mass-flow, several commercial en-
deavours had adopted ducted turbine technology to achieve eco-
nomic prospects. Amongst the ventures, DCNS/OpenHydro Ltd. had
designed an open-centre ducted design approach [11,12]. In open-
water trials, a 2 MW turbine was successfully installed in the Bay
of Fundy, Canada, together with a pair of 500 kW rated capacity
turbines, as a demonstration array in Paimpol-Br�ehat, Northern
France, in collaboration with EDF France.

Experimental investigations have established the variation in
mass-flow and fluid-structure interaction parameters by means of
vacant, disc-embedded, and rotor-embedded shrouds. The analyses
acknowledged the axial velocity and static pressure drop
enhancement through the duct [2,13]. Further performance
enhancement was attained by means of minor components,
notably flapped ring wings and boundary layer control auxiliary
slots [14e16], in accompaniment to a diffuser within aligned and
yawed flows. In acknowledging the effect of yawed flow upon the
duct, an increase in power generated has been established at
distinct angles, with performance sustainment at up to ±30o [17,18].
The outcome was equivalent at both positive and negative bearings
in relation to the variation of resultant angle-of-attack at the rotor
blades [8,19]. These outcomes distinguish from bare rotor analyses
at yawed flow, which have depicted a diminishment in power
output [20].

Numerical analyses have replicated experimentation, yet insta-
ted a multitude of parametric variations, together with more ho-
listic data acquisition due to ease of domain manipulation.
Implementing a momentum sink within a computational fluid
dynamic model has mirrored actuator disc theory and disc-
embedded experimentation [21e23]. Similar drawbacks have,
however, been brought about with the absence of radial load dis-
tribution and swirl in the rotor wake. Successful validation to
experimentation [24] and evidence of performance enhancement,
moreover at yaw angled free-stream bearings [25], has been
attained [26,27]. In overcoming the detriments of area-averaged
disc modelling, blade-element momentum theory has been
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coupled to the computational domain in analysing yawed flow,
acknowledging an increase in resultant power [6,28]. Furthermore,
rotor-explicit analyses have been undertaken, yet have utilised a
relative velocity formulation of the governing equations, predom-
inantly implementing a segment of the turbine, rather than a
transient rotational sequence [29e32].

The potential rotor power enhancement at a free-stream flow
bearing variation with the turbine axis, and its causation, is of
particular interest. The performance of a vacant, bi-directional,
open-ended, true-scale duct succumb to variable conditional pa-
rameters within yawed flow conditions has been analysed [33]. The
outcomes presented a 4.08% increase in axial velocity through the
duct throat. However, the implementation of a high-solidity rotor
with an open-centre within the duct shall induce variant pressure
and velocity gradients. The resultant performance of the ducted
turbine, as a result of the fluid-structure interaction, is therefore
uncertain.

The numerical analysis elaborated in this present study has put
forward a continuation of Borg et al. [33e35]. Primarily, a real-scale
computational fluid dynamic model was developed to assess the
hydrodynamic performance of a high-solidity open-centre rotor
within a bi-directional duct in aligned flow conditions. Validation
of the CFD model for tidal turbine applications was acquired [34].
Additionally, the numerical outcomes of the full-scale ducted tur-
bine in aligned flow conditions were attained and compared to
literature [36] and blade-element momentum theory [37].

In recognition of the variance in tidal stream direction at flood
and ebb [38,39], this investigation strived to overcome the related
limitations by implementing a numerical analysis with blade-
resolved actuality. The individual blades, rather than an area-
averaged disc, were hence established. This permitted three-
dimensional flow modelling of the turbine domain, together with
induced turbulence effects. The aim of this research was to analyse
the hydrodynamic performance of a ducted, high-solidity tidal
turbine within yawed flow conditions, and pinpoint the causation
of the performance augmentation. By means of this investigation,
the variation in rotor performance at distinct bearings was
acknowledged to establish the nominal flow-stream parameters.
Area-averaged static pressure and axial velocity properties within
the duct were acquired to verify and elaborate the outcomes by
means of linear momentum theory.

2. Numerical methodology

2.1. Physical setup

As elaborated in Borg et al. [34], to attain a validated CFD model
for tidal turbine applications, simulations were established to
numerically replicate experimentation undertaken by Mycek et al.
[40]. Identical blade, nacelle, and mast geometry were utilised
within the model domain, illustrated in Fig. 3, onto which a tetra-
hedral mesh was imprinted. The general dimensions of the turbine
include a diameter D of 0.7 m, a nacelle length of 2.5 m, and a mast
length of 1 m; supplementary descriptions may be attained within
the literature. A distinction is present, however, between the
physical aspects of the experimentation and the numerical model.
In the prior, the nacelle mast protrudes through the free-surface to
connect to the above support, whereas, in the latter, only the
submerged length of the mast is considered, with a hemisphere at
the tip to avoid tip-induced vortices. Hence, a physical assumption
is present within which the drag forces on the mast are solely
considered to be due to the current, rather than any additional
wave & wind factors. Albeit, due to the fact that waves were not
induced in the experimentation, and that the setup was in a closed
environment, the assumption that free-surface and topside effects
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were insignificant when considering the induced physics of the
turbinewas held. The parameters of the turbine and fluid flowwere
also instated from the literature, with a constant free-stream ve-
locity of 0.8 m/s, a tip-speed ratio (TSR) range of 1.00e8.26, an inlet
turbulent length scale of 1 m, and an inlet turbulence intensity of
3%.

In representation of the ducted high-solidity turbine, the model
dimensions described a duct diameter (D) of 15 m, a rotor diameter
(Drtr) of 12m, a hub diameter (Dhub) of 3.5m, and a duct length (Ldct)
of 10m, as illustrated in Fig.1. The hydrofoil sections comprising the
rotor blades consisted of a flat-plate design with rounded edges.
The external hydrofoil geometry was quasi-identical to Allsop et al.
[41], yet adapted to attain a more homogeneous blade surface. The
geometry was provided by EDF R&D to replicate the outcomes of a
turbine similar to the design of the OpenHydro PS2 device.

The domain parameters were instated from real-world data as
reported in Neill et al. [42] and Bahaj and Myers [43], which
describedmaximum acquired spring tide velocities of 4.0m s�1 and
surface velocities of 5.0 m s�1, respectively. In addition, Pham and
Martin [38] and Pham and Pinte [39] conducted numerical models
to simulate the tidal cycle at the Paimpol-Br�ehat site. An asym-
metric velocity was acknowledged in both magnitude and direc-
tion, at ebb and flood, with an average-depth angular discrepancy
of 20o. For this reason, a free-stream velocity of 4.0 m s�1 was
implemented within a yaw bearing (g) angular range of 0o to 45o.
The bearing range was analysed in iterations of 15o, in addition to a
bearing of 23.2o, which was equivalent to the geometrical gradient
of the inlet rim, incoming from the turbine port direction, as
illustrated in Fig. 2a. An inlet turbulence intensity of 3% and an inlet
turbulent length scale of 1 mwere instated. Within this free-stream
variation, a turbine tip-speed ratio (TSR) range of 1.00e2.50 was
considered.
2.2. Computational setup

Correspondent to Borg et al. [34], the numerical model was
designed to be a fully submerged system within a constant fluid
flow. Far-stream effects from the free-surface and seabed were
therefore abdicated. This setup permitted the performance analysis
of the ducted turbine under consistent temporal conditions. The
commercial solver ANSYS Fluent 19.2 was utilised in computing the
continuity and NaviereStokes equations. An Unsteady Reynolds-
averaged NaviereStokes (URANS) turbulence model was imple-
mented in mathematical closure to represent flow property fluc-
tuation within the three-dimensional, unsteady, incompressible
flow field.
Fig. 1. Geometrical model of th
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Establishing a cuboidal domain layout, a cross-sectional
quadratic-face edge-length of 7D was utilised. The ducted turbine
was positioned at the centre of the vertical plane. The dimensions
of the computational domain attained a numerical areal blockage
ratio of less than 2% to the external duct diameter to ascertain the
absence of far-field effects [44]. A domain length of 9D was
implemented, where the inlet and outlet planes were situated at a
distance 3D upstream and 6D downstream of the duct, respectively,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The dimensions of the domainwere therefore
equivalent to 105 m by 105 m by 135 m. The domain surrounding
the turbine rotor was segregated from the global domain to induce
amovingmeshmodel with rotation at the turbine rotor relative to a
stationary outer domain, with interfaces between the two domains.
The no-slip wall condition was implemented on the duct & rotor
surfaces. Periodic conditions were allocated to the domain
boundaries parallel to the turbine axis. Velocity inlet and pressure
outlet conditions were allocated to the perpendicular boundaries.
The velocity yaw angle (g) was induced by varying the incident
velocity components at the inlet boundary.

In addition, two pairs of planar numerical surfaces were intro-
duced equidistant on either side of the rotor. The primary surface
was a circular plane of diameter Drtr. The secondary surface was an
annular plane of inner and outer diameters Dhub and Drtr, respec-
tively. The prior represented the cross-section of the duct throat,
whereas the latter represented the rotor profile with an open-
centre. Both planes were introduced within the numerical model
at a distance 0.125Drtr fore and aft of the rotor, as illustrated in
Fig. 2b. These numerical surfaces were utilised for data acquisition
purposes to attain area-averaged values of normalised axial ve-
locity and static pressure within the turbine duct throat.

The Standard Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) ‘Stress-Omega’ (t-u)
turbulence model was utilised with the SIMPLE pressure-velocity
coupling scheme setting, the Green-Gauss node-based gradient,
pressure staggering option (PRESTO) pressure, second order up-
wind momentum, second order upwind specific dissipation rate,
and second order upwind Reynolds stresses spatial discretisation
settings, and the bounded second order implicit transient formu-
lation setting were utilised as the solution methodologies. The
ReynoldseStress Model was preferred to close the Navier-Stokes
equation as the Reynolds stresses are solved in three-dimensional
space due to the non-implementation of the Boussinesq assump-
tion, prompting superiority in analysing anisotropic flows, such as
flows over curved surfaces, flows in rotating fluids, and flows in
ducts with secondary (rotational) motion [45]. In addition, the ef-
fects of streamline curvature, swirl, rotation, and rapid changes in
strain rate are considered in a more effective manner than one-
e ducted tidal turbine [34].



Fig. 2. Notation of incoming flow bearing in relation to rotor axis & positions of data acquisition planar annular surfaces.

Fig. 3. Rendered three-dimensional CAD representation of the horizontal-axis tidal
turbine [40] utilised for the validation of the CFD model [34].

Fig. 4. Representation of the domain and turbine mesh [34].
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equation or two-equation models. The time-step considered was
designated in relation to the tip-speed ratio of the rotor, where each
transient iteration was temporally equivalent to one-half of a de-
gree of a turbine revolution, therefore attained by:
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Dtstep ¼ p

360,Usys
(1)

where Dtstep is the time-step and Usys is the turbine rotational ve-
locity. The described numerical setup had been validated in pre-
vious works. The validation procedure consisted of a numerical-
experimentation comparison of a small-scale tidal turbine. Details
in relation to the setup of the numerical validation model may be
attained in Ref. [34].

A tetrahedral mesh was imprinted upon the turbine domain
geometrical model. A mesh independence procedure, described in
Table 1, was carried out on the ducted turbine by considering the
parameter with the highest degree of dynamics. The mesh inde-
pendent parameters for the fluid-structure interaction were
established utilising ITTC recommended meshing procedures and
guidelines [46]:

en ¼ Sn � Sn�1 (2)

J ¼ en

en�1
(3)

where J is the convergence ratio, e is the difference between the
considered variable (S) at different mesh independence study it-
erations, and the subscript n is the mesh independence study
iteration. The turbine torque coefficient (CQ) was utilised as the
mesh independence considered variable (S).

Subsequent to the procedure, the final average surface mesh
count utilised was marginally above 94,000 cell faces per blade,
illustrated in Fig. 4b, with more than 18.5 million volumetric cells
within the entire domain, over 10 million of which within the
turbine rotating region. The mesh was implemented with a prism
layer at non-slip surfaces with an appropriate cell height to achieve
a y-plus value of 60⩽yþ⩽400 across the blades and duct. This range
was considered due to the high Reynolds number ð >106Þ of the
system, hence modelling the viscous sublayer was abdicated to
reduce computation time.

The CFD computations were performed using the ARCHIE-WeSt
cluster facility at the University of Strathclyde by running two Intel
Xeon Gold 6138 2.00 GHz computational nodes, with 40 cores and
up to 192 GB of RAM per simulation. A ducted turbine simulation
was completed within z110:5 wall-clock hours, equivalent to z4;
420 core-hours, hence resulting in an average of z5:5 wall-clock
hours per turbine rotation.
3. Numerical characterisation

3.1. Physical modelling

In consideration of the analysis of a physical turbine, notable
definitions concerning the resultant performance outcomes, in
terms of the boundary conditions employed, are identified.

Utilised to attain open-ocean conditions, the blockage ratio (abl)
is defined as a correlation between the device reference area (Advc)
and the domain sectional area (Admn):
Table 1
Mesh independence analysis for the ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine.

n Cell Number Cell Number Ratio S e J

3 18, 621, 356 1.440 0.1121 �0.00890 0.4113
2 12, 932, 325 1.270 0.1032 �0.02164
1 10, 185, 673 0.08156
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abl ¼
Advc

Admn
¼ pR2dvc

L2dmn

(4)

where Rdvc is the device radius, and Ldmn is the length of the
quadratic cross-sectional area of the computational domain.

The tip-speed ratio (TSR) is established as a correlation between
the linear blade-tip velocity and the free-stream velocity:

TSR ¼ jUsysjRrtr
U∞

¼ jUzjRrtr
U∞

(5)

where Usys is the system rotational speed, hence Uz is the axial
angular velocity, U∞ is the free-stream velocity, and Rrtr is the rotor
radius. To determine the turbine capacity in converting the fluid
free-stream energy into rotational energy, the power coefficient
(CP) was established. This considered the mechanical rotational
power attained by the device (Pdvc) as a ratio of the maximum
rotational power potentially acquired in the device area (P∞):

CP ¼ Pdvc
P∞

¼ MzUz
1
2 rAdvcU3

∞
¼ MzUz

1
2 rpR

2
dvcU

3
∞

(6)

where Rdvc is the device radius, Mz is the rotor torque.
In relation to the power generated, the torque coefficient (CQ)

evaluated the mechanical torque attained by the device (Qdvc) as a
ratio of themaximum torque potentially acquired in the device area
(Q∞):

CQ ¼ Qdvc

Q∞
¼ Mz

1
2 rAdvcRrtrU2

∞
¼ Mz

1
2 rpR

2
dvcRrtrU

2
∞

(7)

In continuation, the resultant thrust on the device induced in a
direction parallel to the turbine axis contributed to the fluid-
structure phenomenon. The thrust coefficient (CT) was quantified
as a function of the device thrust (Tdvc) and the maximum thrust
potentially induced upon the device area (T∞):

CT ¼ Tdvc
T∞

¼ Fz
1
2 rAdvcU2

∞
¼ Fz

1
2 rpR

2
dvcU

2
∞

(8)

where Fz is the axial force induced upon the turbine.
In addition, as a flow bearing was introduced, the resultant force

induced in a direction perpendicular to the turbine axis was pre-
sent. The sway-force coefficient (CF,x) was established as a function
of the sway force induced perpendicular to the turbine axis (Fx), and
the maximum force potentially induced (F∞) upon the lateral area
of the turbine:

CF;x ¼
Fx
F∞

¼ Fx
1
2 rAdctU2

∞
¼ Fx

1
2 rLdctDdctU2

∞
(9)

To establish the flux through the rotor, the volumetric flow-rate
coefficient ðC _V Þ evaluated the volumetric flow-rate of the fluid

through the rotor ð _VrtrÞ as a ratio of the maximumvolumetric flow-
rate potentially attained within the duct:

C _V ¼
_Vrtr

rArtrU∞
¼

_Vrtr

rpR2rtrU∞
¼ rpR2rtrUres

rpR2rtrU∞
¼ Ures

U∞
(10)

where Ures is the resultant velocity.
Furthermore, the induced axial velocity through the duct (Uz)

was compared to the free-stream to attain a quantitative measure
of the capacity of flow alignment to the turbine axis by means of an
axial velocity coefficient (CU,z):



Fig. 5. Power coefficient (CP) in relation to tipespeed ratio (TSR) in validation of the
CFD model [34].
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CU;z ¼
Uz

jU∞j (11)

Identically, the static pressure (Ps) was compared to the dynamic
pressure of the free-stream to attain a static pressure coefficient
(CP,s):

CP;s ¼
Ps

1
2 rU

2
∞

(12)

Instituting linear momentum theory, the annular data-
extraction planes were utilised to establish the coefficient of disc-
thrust ðCTAD Þ by acknowledging the difference between the pres-
sure upstream (Ps�up) and pressure downstream (Ps�dwn) of the
rotor:

CTAD ¼ Ps�up � Ps�dwn
1
2 rU

2
∞

,
Adisc

Advc
¼ DCP;s,

Adisc

Advc
(13)

where Adisc is the planar disc area.

3.2. Computational modelling

3.2.1. Conservation modelling
The conservation of mass and momentum formulae were

implemented within the CFD model in solving the flow domain:

vUi

vxi
¼ 0 (14)

r
vUi

vt
þ rUj

vUi

vxj
¼ �vPs

vxi
þ v

vxj

 
m

 
vUi

vxj
þ vUj

vxi

!
� ru

̄

j
0u0i
!

(15)

where Ui is the Reynolds-averaged velocity, xi is the Cartesian co-
ordinate, t is the elapsed time, Ps is the fluid static pressure, m is the

fluid dynamic viscosity, and �ru
̄

j
0u0i ¼ rtij is the Reynolds-stress

tensor.

3.2.2. Turbulence modelling
To close the momentum conservation equation, the (t-u) tur-

bulence model was implemented:

r
vtij
vt

þ rUk
vtij
vxk

¼ v

vxk

��
mþ mT

sk

�
vtij
vxk

�
� rPij � rPij

þ2
3
b*rukdij � 2rukðtjmεikm þ timεjkmÞ

(16)

r
vu

vt
þ rUj

vu

vxj
¼ v

vxj

"�
mþ mT

sk

�
vu

vxj

#
þ a

ru

k
tij
vUi

vxj
� bofbru

2

(17)

where tij is the specific Reynolds-stress tensor, k is the turbulence
kinetic energy, u is the specific dissipation rate, Pij is the pressure-
strain correlation tensor, mT is the eddy viscosity, uk is the rotation
vector, εijk is the Levi-Civita pseudotensor, fb is the mean rotation
tensor factor, and a, sk, bo, and b* are closure coefficients.

4. Numerical model validation

Validation of the CFD model was attained in Borg et al. [34],
where the power, torque, and thrust coefficients of a numerical
tidal turbine were compared to experimentation performed by
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Mycek et al. [40] and high-speed windmill data by Betz [36]. The
CFD model attained a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.955,
0.889, and 0.946 with the experimentation data points along the
curves, respectively. Additionally, the numerical wake velocity
profiles at distinct locations along the turbinewakewere compared
to the experimentation data byMycek et al. [40]. The power, torque,
and thrust coefficient curves are illustrated in Figs. 5e7, respec-
tively. The wake velocity profiles are illustrated in Fig. 8.

5. Performance of the ducted high-solidity tidal turbine in
yawed flow

5.1. Power & torque coefficients

Prior investigations [34] of the ducted, high-solidity tidal tur-
bine in aligned flow (g ¼ 0o) had described a quasi-linear torque
coefficient curve attaining a peak value of 0.292 at a TSR of 1.00,
decreasing to 0.115 at a TSR of 2.50. Within yawed flow conditions,
variations in the outcomes were evident along the TSR range, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. The quasi-linear correlation was sustained at
the distinct bearings, yet the resultant torque increased at yaw
angles of 15o - 30o and decreased at 45o. On average, the induced
torque varied by 2.52%, 4.52%, 2.35%, and �3.50% at bearings of 15o,
23.2o, 30o, and 45o, respectively. The statistical deviation of the
torque data is illustrated in Figure B27.

The augmentation in torque occurred due to the induced flow
within the bi-directional duct in yawed flow conditions. Prior in-
vestigations [33] had numerically investigated the swallowing ca-
pacity of the vacant duct at identical bearings. The normalised axial
velocity varied in relation to yaw bearing. The swallowing capacity
of the duct was found to increasewithin a bearing range of 15o - 30o

from aligned flow, with a decrease at a bearing of 45o. This outcome
transpired as a result of the variant static pressure within the duct
throat.

In continuation, the power coefficient curve of the ducted, high-
solidity tidal turbine in aligned flows (g ¼ 0o) described a short
spanning power coefficient curve attaining a peak power coeffi-
cient of 0.338 at a nominal TSR of 1.75 within a range of 1.00e2.50.
Within yawed flow conditions, the resultant power coefficient
varied in relation to the induced torque. Illustrated in Fig. 10, a
notable outcome was the increase in peak power coefficient at the
distinct bearings, surpassing that at aligned flow. Maximum in-
creases of 1.90%, 3.86%, and 1.90% to values of 0.344, 0.350, and
0.344, at bearings of 15.0o, 23.2o, and 30.0o, respectively, were
defined. Diminished power was acknowledged at g ¼ 45.0o; the
decrease in power transpired as a result of a re-circulation zone
generated upstream of the rotor. Further elaborated in Borg et al.
[33] and Section 5.6 within this work, the re-circulation zone was



Fig. 6. Torque coefficient (CQ) in relation to tipespeed ratio (TSR) in validation of the
CFD model [34].

Fig. 7. Thrust coefficient (CT) in relation to tipespeed ratio (TSR) in validation of the
CFD model [34].

Fig. 9. Evaluation of the mean ducted turbine torque coefficient (CQ) at distinct flow
bearings in relation to TSR.

Fig. 10. Evaluation of the mean ducted turbine power coefficient (CP) at distinct flow
bearings in relation to TSR.
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induced due to the duct angle-of-attack with the free-stream. At
the angle-of-attack, the low-pressure zone reduced the static
pressure on the rotor upstream blade area, resulting in lower power
& torque generation. The 23.2o bearing was hence established to be
the highest power generating condition.

Due to the augmentation in power coefficient, the variation in
true power at the distinct yaw bearings was investigated, illus-
trated in Fig. 11. From a null bearing, as the flow angle increased to
Fig. 8. Comparative evaluation of the current horizontal-axis tidal turbine CFD model with
ments ðx*Drtr

Þ at TSR 3.67 [34].
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15o, the power coefficient variation was the most substantial at
higher TSRs (2.00e2.50). The 23.2o bearing attained the highest
performance values, establishing a power augmentation along the
entire TSR range, with a peakmechanical power value of 1.975MW.
Subsequent bearings pertained diminishing performance values.

Further to the mean power generated, the transient output of
the rotor was considered. The variation in power output with azi-
muth angle (4r) at the nominal tip-speed ratio of each free-stream
experimentation [40] for the wake velocity profiles at distinct downstream displace-



Fig. 11. Evaluation of the true mean power at nominal TSR in relation to flow bearing
(g).
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bearing was investigated within five rotational cycles, as illustrated
in Fig. 12. When succumb to aligned flow, a variance in mechanical
power was recognised due to flow fluctuations [34] as a result of
vortex ring shedding. Within a bearing range of 15o e 30o, a
diminishment in fluctuation was observed, signifing a reduction in
vortex shedding effects.

At a bearing of 45o, synchronised outcome fluctuations were
evident, with eight fluctuations per cycle, equivalent to the rotor
blade number. The fluctuations were acknowledged to be due to
the low pressure induced by the re-circulation zone.

Due to the fluctuations within a rotation cycle, the mean
response of a rotor blade during its rotation, illustrated in Fig. 13,
was analysed. The outcome throughout the rotation was attained
by synchronising the output of each of the eight blades along five
cycles by azimuth angle, and subsequently averaging the output per
blade per cycle at each azimuth angle. A cycle-averaged disc output
was thereby attained. The output was multiplied by the blade
number for comparison purposes.

At aligned flow (g ¼ 0o), the mean performance was consistent
along the turbine rotation. Upon the introduction in flow bearing
(g ¼ 15o, 23.2o, 30o), the free-stream velocity induced perpendic-
ular and parallel vector components to the rotor plane. Due to the
local flow acceleration along the cross-sectional plane parallel to
the rotor axis [33], the angle-of-attack augmented, skewing the
resultant performance.

In a cylindrical coordinate system, at 4r ¼ 90o and 4r ¼ 270o, the
rotational velocity vector of the rotor blade foil acted along the
tangential axis, whereas the free-stream vector components acted
along the axial and radial axes. Therefore, as the local flow accel-
erated, a variation in the angle-of-attack along the blade was
induced, resulting in a power generation increase in comparison to
that within aligned flow.

At azimuth positions 4r ¼ 0o and 4r ¼ 180o, the rotational ve-
locity vector of the rotor blade foil acted along the tangential axis,
with the free-stream vector components acting along the axial and
tangential axes. As the rotational velocity vector was present in
opposite directions on a two-dimensional plane at the two posi-
tions, the interaction of the tangential vectors diminished and
enhanced the angle-of-attack, at 4r ¼ 0o and 4r ¼ 180o respectively,
resulting in the variation in power generation. The free-stream
bearing of g ¼ 45o brought about a notable outcome, with a sig-
nificant dip in efficiency at 4r ¼ 90o.
5.2. Thrust coefficient

In recognition of the torque enhancement within a distinct flow
bearing range, it was evident that the loading upon the blades had
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increased. To ascertain this aspect, the thrust coefficient of the
system, together with duct and rotor discretisation, was investi-
gated. Within aligned flows, the turbine system curve portrayed a
peak value of 1.08 at low TSR, which decreased in a polynomial
manner to 0.77 at high TSR. When succumb to yawed flows, a co-
efficient increase was acknowledged at bearings of 15o and 23.2o,
distinctively at higher TSRs, as illustrated in Fig. 14. The highest
values of thrust throughout the TSR range were attained at the
23.2o bearing, with a thrust coefficient of 1.10 at low TSR,
decreasing to 0.91 at high TSR. The rotor was succumb to z69% of
the total axial load. The system thrust diminished at 30o and 45o

flow bearing. The statistical deviation of the thrust data is detailed
in Figure B28.

Solely acknowledging the rotor thrust, the variation with TSR
resembled that of the torque coefficient, which defined a quasi-
equivalent outcome as g ¼ 0o at g ¼ 15o, 300 with an increase at
higher TSRs. An enhancement in thrust was established at
g ¼ 23.2o, with a diminishment at g ¼ 45o. Due to the increase in
thrust and torque at higher TSRs, it was therefore evident that a
higher degree of axial force loading was induced within the flow
parameters.

5.3. Linear momentum analysis

5.3.1. Axial velocity coefficient & volumetric flow rate coefficient
Utilising the data-acquisition planar surfaces introduced fore

and aft of the rotor, the area-averaged axial velocity was
acknowledged as equivalent at both planes. Illustrated in Fig.15, the
axial velocity through the duct was consistent along the yaw
bearing range, specifically at high TSR values, acting in proportion
to the turbine rotational velocity. The highest axial flow values were
attained at the nominal bearing of g ¼ 23.2o. Within the analysis, a
maximum coefficient of 0.84 was achieved at high TSR. This
outcome portrayed the capacity of the shroud installation in sus-
taining axial velocity through a rotor when succumb to yawed free-
stream velocities.

Furthermore, the volumetric flow rate was detailed, illustrated
in Figure A26. This was established to acknowledge the true flow
through the duct, as the axial velocity through the duct solely
represented the axial component of the resultant flow vector,
moreover at high free-stream bearings. The axial velocity coeffi-
cient was z98% of the volumetric flow rate coefficient.

5.3.2. Static pressure coefficient
Analysing the pressure drop fore to aft of the rotor, illustrated in

Fig. 16, a quasi-linear trend was apparent throughout the bearing
range. Identical to the thrust and torque variations, the pressure
difference at yaw bearings of g¼ 15o, 23.2o, 30owere similar to that
at aligned flows, with increased values at higher TSRs. The largest
pressure difference along the curve was attained at the nominal
bearing of g ¼ 23.2o. A diminishment in pressure difference was
attained at a yaw angle of g ¼ 45o. The increase in static pressure
difference at distinct bearings therefore elucidated the increased
loading, and identified the causation in the enhanced torque and
thrust.

Discretising the variation in static pressure difference by flow
bearing, illustrated in Fig. 17, the pressure difference values
increased with a variation in bearing from aligned flow at g ¼ 0o to
nominal bearing at g ¼ 23.2o, attaining the highest values of
pressure difference at the TSR range. The pressure difference then
decreased at post-nominal angles (g > 23.2o).

In an effort to establish the variation in pressure difference, the
pressure upstream and downstream of the rotor were analysed in
segregation, illustrated in Figs. 18 and 19 respectively. The pressure
induced upstream of the rotor diminished in relation to an increase



Fig. 12. Instantaneous ducted turbine power coefficient (CP) along rotary operation in relation to blade azimuth angle (4r) at nominal TSR.
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in yaw angle as the exposed frontal area of the duct inlet plane
decreased. Ref. [33] analysed the variation in static pressure within
the vacant duct, elaborating its decrease until the occurrence of
flow separation. This response similarly transpired within the
current analysis, yet flow separation without reattachment did not
occur due to the presence of the rotor.
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The downstream pressure, at the outlet of the duct, was more
unique in response. When succumb to aligned flow, the static
pressure increased in a polynomial manner in proportion to rota-
tional velocity. Within yawed flow, the static pressure varied
distinctively along the flow bearing range. At lower TSRs, the static
pressure at all bearings increased with an enhancement in



Fig. 13. Evaluation of the mean single-blade response (CP) in relation to azimuth angle
(4r) at a TSR of 1.75.

Fig. 15. Evaluation of the mean axial velocity coefficient (CU,z) at distinct flow bearings
in relation to TSR.
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rotational velocity. Yet, towards higher TSRs, a diminishing trend in
downstream pressure was acknowledged solely for non-aligned
yaw bearings. The trend variation established the causation of the
enhancement in static pressure drop.

Physically, within aligned flow, the wake exited the duct in a
direction normal to the rotor plane, inducing back pressure at the
duct outlet. Upon yawed flow, the free-stream interacted with the
wake, shifting its orientation towards the flow bearing. As a result
Fig. 14. Evaluation of the mean ducted turbine thrust coef
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of the wake shift, the back pressure at the duct outlet diminished,
thereby decreasing the static pressure downstream of the rotor.
5.3.3. Linear momentum thrust coefficient
To verify the established results, linear momentum theory was

implemented to determine the static pressure difference through
the rotor in relation to the thrust upon the blades. Applying
Equation (13), the disc thrust coefficient ðCTAD Þwas compared to the
blade-integrated thrust coefficient (CT), as illustrated in Fig. 20,
attaining good comparison. The actuator disc outcomes were found
to underestimate the result. Utilising the coefficient of determina-
tion (R2), the relation between the two methodologies was 0.942,
0.915, 0.901, 0.862, and �0.770 for the bearings 0.0o, 15.0o, 23.2o,
30.0o, and 45.0o, respectively. The coefficient of determination
decreased proportional to the bearing angle, and negating at the
highest bearing. This was due to the inapplicability of an area-
averaged assumption at large yaw bearings as dynamic property
ficient (CT) at distinct flow bearings in relation to TSR.



Fig. 16. Evaluation of the mean static pressure difference coefficient (DCP,s) at distinct
flow bearings in relation to TSR.

Fig. 17. Evaluation of the mean static pressure difference coefficient (DCP,s) at distinct
TSRs in relation to flow bearing (g).

Fig. 18. Evaluation of the mean static pressure coefficient (CP,s) upstream at distinct
flow bearings in relation to TSR.

Fig. 19. Evaluation of the mean static pressure coefficient (CP,s) downstream at distinct
flow bearings in relation to TSR.

Fig. 20. Evaluation of the mean blade thrust coefficient (CT) with the mean linear
momentum thrust ðCTAD Þ at distinct flow bearings in relation to TSR.
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inconsistencies, such as regions of flow separation, were brought
about along the rotor area.
5.4. Lateral load coefficient

The lateral force, acting perpendicular to the rotor axis, upon the
turbine was established as a result of the free-stream bearing
variation. Illustrated in Fig. 21, the induced force enhanced pro-
portionally to yaw bearing as the free-stream velocity vector
component perpendicular to the turbine axis increased. Within
aligned flows, minute lateral forces were generated upon the
structure. At nominal bearing (g ¼ 23.2o), a mean force coefficient
of 0.411 was acknowledged. The resultant force was largely
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instigated upon the duct ðz98%Þ, with a minute degree of the
resultant force acting upon the rotor.
5.5. Duct static pressure coefficient

In analysis of a vacant duct [33], the variation in flow bearing
shifted the angle-of-attack with the geometrical profile of the duct
inlet. The stall limit was reached, inducing flow separation along
the inner duct surface. To similarly acknowledge the effects of a
yawed flow-stream upon the ducted turbine inlet, a static pressure
distribution along the upstream section of the duct was established,
depicted in Fig. 22. The surfaces were discretised by their internal
and external positions, in starboard and port directions.

Within aligned flows [34], pressure was sustained along the
internal duct surface, whereas suction was dominant throughout
the external duct surface. The pressure stagnation zonewas present
as a circular ring along the internal duct surface.

With an increase in yaw bearing, the pressure stagnation ring
skewed. At g ¼ 15o, 23.2o, the stagnation ring was sustained along
the internal duct surface. At starboard, the stagnation point shifted
into the duct, closer to the rotor. At port, the stagnation point
shifted away from the rotor, with that at g ¼ 23.2o present at the
inlet leading edge.

At g¼ 30o, 45o, the stagnation ring overlapped upon the internal
and external duct surfaces. The stagnation point at starboard was
retained upon the internal duct surface, shifting further into the
duct, whereas the stagnation point at port was present upon the
external duct surface. Fig. 23 puts forward a qualitative illustration
of the upstream stream-tube boundaries, acknowledging the points
of stagnation.



Fig. 21. Evaluation of the mean lateral load coefficient (CF,x) at distinct flow bearings in
relation to TSR.

Fig. 22. Evaluations of static pressure coefficient (
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Along the internal surfaces, pressure was predominantly sus-
tained at starboard. At port, a diminishment in pressure was
acknowledged relative to yaw angle, with suction being dominant
at g ¼ 30o, 45o. Along the external surfaces, pressure was sustained
at port, whereas suction was dominant at starboard.

5.6. Wake profiles

In visualising the velocity flow contours of the domain, thewake
varied in orientation to the flow bearing, as illustrated in Fig. 24. As
a result of the shift, vorticial flow was generated along the duct
structure, portraying blunt body properties. Distinctively focusing
upon the port side of the turbine, the generation of flow separation
in relation to yaw bearing is illustrated in Fig. 25. At g¼ 0o, flowwas
consistent within the duct. At g ¼ 23.2o, slight flow separation
CP,s) distribution along the duct inlet surfaces.



Fig. 23. Illustrative representation of the upstream stream-tube boundaries at the duct
inlet.
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occurred, which recovered upstream of the rotor. At g ¼ 45o, sig-
nificant flow separation was present upstream of the rotor. At the
flow bearing, the separated flow did not recover, resulting in a re-
circulation zone to be developed immediately upstream of the
Fig. 24. Illustrative top-view representation of the axial velocity coeffi
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rotor, establishing a region of low pressure interacting with the
blades at port. The production of a re-circulation zone at a distinct
angle-of-attack had been acknowledged by Borg et al. [33] due to
the low-pressure zone induced within the duct, occurring as the
yaw bearing approached and exceeded the stall angle of the duct
inlet, resulting in the production of flow separation. The flow
structure induced the dip in torque at an azimuth angle of 90o.
6. Conclusion

This study put forward an investigation into the hydrodynamic
performance of a ducted, high-solidity tidal turbine in yawed flow
conditions utilising blade-resolved, unsteady computational fluid
dynamics, coupled with the t-u Reynolds-Stress Model turbulence
model. The research strived to overcome the limitations of prior
analyses by acknowledging the explicit physicality of the rotor
blades.

Through blade-integrated results, the power coefficient was
found to increase at higher rotational velocities within the 15o -
30o yaw angular range. At these conditions, the maximum power
coefficient was found to reach a value of 0.35 at a bearing of
cient (CU,z) within the turbine domain at distinct flow bearings.



Fig. 25. Illustrative top-view representation of the axial velocity coefficient (CU,z) at port-side duct, focusing on the induced re-circulation zone region.
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23.2o. In recognition, the induced thrust was analysed, noting an
increase in axial loading within the yaw range at higher tip-speed
ratios.

Acknowledging the parametric variation, linear momentum
theory was utilised in an effort to verify the portrayed character-
istics. Area-averaged outcomes of axial velocity and static pressure
were extracted from implemented numerical planes created fore
and aft of the rotor within the CFD model. It was established that,
due to the presence of the duct, the axial velocity was sustained
through the rotor. Further to this, the pressure difference across the
rotor augmented within the yaw bearing range, peaking at
g ¼ 23.2o. The increase was due to the diminishment of static
pressure at the outlet of the duct at higher TSRs. Post-nominal
bearings portrayed a decrease in pressure difference due to flow
separation induced upstream of the rotor. Power augmentationwas
hence restricted by the stall limit of the shroud inlet profile. Albeit
the advantageous enhancement and sustainment of the turbine
power coefficient at distinct flow bearings, Borg et al. [35]
acknowledged that the rotor blades may be succumb to substantial
vibrational effects, bringing about an increased possibility of failure
by fatigue throughout operation.

It was concluded that the duct installation sustained axial ve-
locity along the bearing range, together with inducing a dimin-
ishment in pressure downstream of the rotor, resulting in an
augmented pressure drop. The rotor thrust, in conjunction with
torque and power, was hence enhanced, ensuing in the perfor-
mance improvement of the ducted turbine.
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Appendix A. Axial Velocity

Fig. A.26. Evaluation of the mean volumetric flow-rate coefficient ðC _V Þ at distinct flow
bearings in relation to TSR
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Appendix B. Torque & Thrust Coefficient Standard Deviation

Fig. B.27. Evaluation of the torque coefficient (CQ) standard deviation at distinct flow
bearings in relation to TSR

Fig. B.28. Evaluation of the thrust coefficient (CT) standard deviation at distinct flow
bearings in relation to TSR
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